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The US cataloging community is an interorganizational network with the Library 
of Congress (LC) as the lead organization, which reserves to itself the power to 
shape cataloging rules. Peripheral members of the network who are interested 
in modifying changes to the rules or to the network can use various strategies 
for organizational change that incorporate building ties to the decision-makers 
located at the hub of the network. The story of William E. Studwell’s campaign for 
a subject heading code illustrates how some traditional scholarly methods of urg-
ing change—papers and presentations—are insufficient to achieve reform in an 
interorganizational network, absent strategies to build alliances with the decision 
makers.

The reasonable man adapts himself to the world: the unreasonable one 
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress 
depends on the unreasonable man.

—George Bernard Shaw1

I came in and said I wanted to help. Dead silence. “Who sent you?” the 
committeeman said. I said, “Nobody.” He said, “We don’t want nobody 
nobody sent.”

—Abner Mikva2

In some ways the early 1990s was a time of wonders, in the wider world and in 
libraries: as long-standing international tensions eased, library patrons began 

to enjoy expanded access to materials via online services. These anni mirabiles 
gave hope to the long-cherished dream of a maverick cataloger, as William E. 
Studwell wrote, “If two incredible occurrences like the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union and an agreement between Israel and the Arabs can take place, a much 
more attainable goal like a subject code is well within the realm of possibility.” 
For all his hope, however, Studwell acknowledged that “ignorance, apathy, and 
negativism” on the part of librarians had all but crushed his aspirations.3 Although 
Studwell strove mightily to persuade the library community to adopt his idea, his 
efforts were ultimately fruitless.
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An examination of Studwell’s campaign for a subject 
heading code will reveal that mere ideas, no matter their 
worth, cannot succeed in the face of an interorganizational 
network that requires knowledge of and access to decision-
makers to implement change. The nature of the US catalog-
ing community and its centers of power can be illuminated 
by studying its structure and exploring how Studwell failed 
to persuade those who most needed to be persuaded.

Sociologists who study power relationships classify them 
according to the locus of power—it may reside in an indi-
vidual, be latent in a social structure, or be made manifest 
via hierarchy.4 However, none of the classic descriptions of 
such relationships applies exactly to the community of librar-
ies that shares cataloging data in the United States. It might 
formally be described as an “interorganizational network” 
that is “characterized by recurring exchange relationships 
among a limited number of organizations that retain residual 
control of their individual resources yet periodically jointly 
decide over their use.”5 Many libraries, serving unique com-
munities of users, may develop their own cataloging data 
that are shared freely with other libraries in the expectation 
that they will be able to use data generated by their partners 
when the need arises; other libraries simply use the records 
on offer without contributing any of their own.

However, unlike in most nonlibrary networks, the par-
ticipants in shared cataloging are not on equal footing in 
defining the terms of their interactions.  For reasons of his-
tory and economics, the largest participant in the network—
the Library of Congress (LC)—dominates the discussion 
about how cataloging data are to be formatted. In the case 
of the most commonly used subject access vocabulary, the 
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), LC main-
tains complete control over the list of headings.6 Libraries 
are free to adapt the records for local use (see Sanford 
Berman’s collected writings for examples of this approach).7 
However, libraries that create records for use by other 
institutions using LCSH typically comply with the standards 
established by LC for the subject headings because other 
libraries in the network often expect the records to resemble 
LC records and have configured their systems to operate 
using LC-compatible records.

Initiating and sustaining change within the interorga-
nizational network that is the shared cataloging community 
presents numerous challenges—some that are described 
in the literature about organizational change, and others 
that can be understood using the tools of network theory. 
This study analyzes a case of failed organizational change to 
illuminate the challenges of organizational change within a 
network dominated by a single partner that has a monopoly 
on the terms of exchange. The campaign by William E. 
Studwell to persuade LC to adopt a subject cataloging code 
illustrates the limits on network partners imposed by LC’s 
control over data formatting rules.

This paper will begin by describing the structure of 
interorganizational networks and will show how the US cata-
loging community functions as one. It will then explore the 
ill-fated attempts by Studwell to reform LCSH and examine 
why an understanding of power and change are crucial to a 
reformer’s chances of success.

The Nature of Interorganizational Networks

The interorganizational network is a strange beast—to a busi-
ness writer, it is “neither market nor hierarchy,” but a librar-
ian might consider it neither a hierarchy nor a vendor.8 The 
formation of interorganizational networks has many motiva-
tions, including seeking cost savings, maintaining access to 
resources, and developing skills among the staff of member 
organizations. However, Powell points out that, unlike other 
forms of resource exchange, in interorganizational networks 
“the sharing of information . . . often leads to the emergence 
of common values.”9 The interorganizational network, then, 
has a self-sustaining quality: as members come together to 
achieve a common purpose, their endeavors create a set of 
common values that inform future activities.

Despite common goals and values among members of a 
network, there is not equality of influence on the network’s 
rules and activities. Given that “governance may have defi-
nite impacts on network outcomes,” anyone working within 
a network must understand its power structure—which, in 
the shared cataloging network, is “lead organization gover-
nance.”10 As Provan and Kenis write, “in lead organization 
governance, all major network-level activities and key deci-
sions are coordinated through and by a single participating 
member, acting as a lead organization. Thus, network gover-
nance becomes highly centralized and brokered, with asym-
metrical power.”11 In the case of the US cataloging network, 
LC plays an important role in developing cataloging rules 
and acts as a the primary gatekeeper of the distribution of 
cataloging metadata within the network, while reserving to 
itself the ability to make changes to the controlled vocabu-
lary and authorities.

Governance, however, can be distinguished from lead-
ership. Governance concerns “how the network is struc-
tured.”12 Leadership is “making things happen,” and may 
occur within or without the formal structures of gover-
nance.13 For things to happen, a leader (whether a person 
or an organization) is required to bring the governing body 
to agreement that the initiatives under discussion are ben-
eficial to the members of the network—and in the case of a 
lead organization-governed network, that the proposals will 
redound to the good of the lead organization in particular.

A would-be leader from outside a lead organization is 
faced with multiple challenges. In addition to the ordinary 
challenges facing all leaders—correctly analyzing situations, 
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developing appropriate solutions to problems, and imple-
menting them throughout a bureaucracy—those on the 
periphery of a network must also somehow penetrate the 
barriers to access presented by the lead organization’s gov-
ernance model. This task is made doubly difficult not only 
by the formal structures inhibiting leadership from the mar-
gins, but also by the informal (but no less powerful) interac-
tions in which those who hold power are able to control the 
very discussions about their control.

The formal structures of lead organization governance 
require that someone, often a person highly placed, must 
approve of initiatives led by outsiders. But even bringing 
those initiatives to the attention of such powerful actors is 
hindered by the nature of power relations within networks. 
In a meta-analysis of studies on interorganizational net-
works, Brass et al. found that the centrality of a decision-
maker within the network is more indicative of his power 
to influence decisions than is any behavior he exhibits.14 
Bradshaw and Boonstra point out that organizational power 
is self-perpetuating: “In organizations, the distribution of 
power is often characterized by stability. This stability results 
from a commitment to decisions concerning the realization 
of the business strategy, the structuring of the organization, 
and the distribution of power that emerged from the past.”15 
Compounding this concentration of power are the tools used 
to variously include or exclude those seeking to influence 
decision-makers. Hardy and Clegg note, “A variety of bar-
riers are available to the more powerful groups to prevent 
subordinates from fully participating in the decision-making 
process through the invocation of procedures and political 
routines. The use of these mechanisms has been termed 
non-decision-making, because it allows the more powerful 
actors to determine outcomes from behind the scenes.”16

One seeking to be a change agent in an interorganiza-
tional network must identify where power is truly located 
and build ties that allow one to bypass the institutional bar-
riers erected to keep marginal network members out of the 
decision-making process. Yukl identifies a variety of tactics 
for persuading power brokers to make a change, but notes 
that “change agents who have political power and skill are 
more likely to be successful in initiating and facilitating 
major changes in large organizations.”17 Yukl’s list of tactics 
(in descending order of “perceived effectiveness” according 
to a poll of managers) includes rational persuasion, inspira-
tional appeals, collaboration, consultation, appraisal, coalition 
tactics, ingratiation, pressure, exchange, and personal appeal.

When Studwell approached the cataloging community 
with his ideas for change, he lacked important ties to cen-
trally located decision makers and misjudged the power of 
his ideas and the effectiveness of his presentation of the 
ideas. He began from a position on the periphery of the 
network and failed to make meaningful connections to those 
with power to implement changes; furthermore, his use of 

a limited number of tactics was hampered by his failure 
to apply the tactics in the ways that are known to be most 
effective.

The US Cataloging Community as an  
Interorganizational Network

Although the US cataloging community has been an inter-
organizational network for many years, it was not founded 
as one. The actions of LC and developments in technology 
have gradually created a series of incentives for libraries to 
rely on LC as the hub of a data-sharing network, which has 
become formalized more recently.

Cataloging in the US was systematized in the nine-
teenth century by numerous librarians working separately—
Charles Jewett, William Poole, Ezra Abbot, Charles Cutter, 
Frederick Perkins, Melvin Dewey and Mary Salome Cutler, 
K. A. Linderfelt, and others developed their own cataloging 
codes.18 An 1893 survey found at least seven different sets 
of rules in active use in American libraries.19 The profusion 
of codes gave way to a spirit of cooperation, and in 1908, 
the American Library Association (ALA) published a cata-
loging code that was widely adopted.20 The ALA code was 
for descriptive cataloging only and did not address subject 
headings. Subsequent descriptive cataloging codes have 
been adopted by ALA in conjunction with other English-
speaking library organizations. However, to date there is 
not a cooperatively developed code for creating subject 
headings. American catalogers still rely on subject headings 
formulated by LC or on rules promulgated by LC for devis-
ing new headings.

LCSH grew from a list of headings prepared by the 
ALA in 1895 and adopted by LC for its own use in 1898.21 
After LC began distributing its catalog cards to other librar-
ies in 1901, the use of LC’s subject headings—and therefore 
Cutter’s rules—slowly became nearly universal.22

After 1901, use of LC cataloging copy grew exponen-
tially. By 1914, 1,986 libraries in the United States and 
Canada were buying catalog cards from LC, and the number 
grew to 5,738 in 1935, which represented a large majority of 
the libraries on the continent.23 In short order, the libraries 
of the United States had moved from an environment of 
many cataloging codes and philosophies to a monoculture 
of cataloging according to LC standards. As early as 1908, 
the ALA Cataloging Code was designed to conform to LC 
practices.24 Henderson remarked that “once LC had begun 
to issue some cards, the libraries expected it to fill all their 
cataloging needs.”25 Later, the broad adoption of LC Clas-
sification (LCC) in larger libraries had much to do with “the 
simple fact that the LC symbols appeared more consistently 
and completely on Library of Congress printed cards,” sav-
ing libraries the trouble of classifying their books according 
to Dewey Decimal or some other scheme.26
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Libraries that were purchasing LC cards sought to 
maintain consistency by using LC’s subject headings in their 
own original cataloging. There was public demand for LC 
to share the updated list of subject headings that had been 
adopted since the ALA list was published in 1895. LC had 
begun an internal authority file in 1898 and used it to pre-
pare the first edition of Subject Headings Used in the Dic-
tionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress in 1909.27 That 
list, renamed Library of Congress Subject Headings, has 
been through thirty-three print editions and is now mostly 
used as a data file accessible via the Internet.

For various reasons that have been explored elsewhere, 
LCSH evolved into a system “based on precedent and 
analogy rather than on formal rules.”28 Its harshest critics 
pointed out that some headings were “absolutely hilarious, 
outrageously offensive, or just plain mysterious.”29 A large 
body of library literature criticizing LCSH accumulated over 
the years, often calling for LC to be more forthcoming about 
the methods of formulating headings or to develop formal 
standards for creating headings.30 The Vatican Library pre-
pared a cataloging code that incorporated rules for creating 
subject headings on the basis of LC practice; however, an 
English translation was not available until 1948, and it was 
never presented as a guide for American catalogers.31

LC responded to such criticisms by publishing Haykin’s 
Subject Headings: A Practical Guide, issuing the regular 
periodical Cataloging Service Bulletin, printing A Guide to 
Subdivision Practice, and eventually making public its inter-
nal Subject Cataloging Manual: Subject Headings (SCM).32 
Through the 1960s and 1970s, LC committed itself to incre-
mental changes that constituted “improvement of the list 
in its present terms. . . . This course provides the obvious 
advantages of orderly evolution.”33 These improvements and 
publications were of immense practical value but did little 
to stanch the tide of criticism about the structure of LCSH.

For many years, use of LC’s cataloging data was largely 
a take-it-or-leave-it proposition: a library could order LC’s 
cards and use or modify them, but had no means to provide 
cataloging data or useful criticism back to LC. An attempt in 
the 1930s and 1940s to create a formal network for libraries 
to contribute cataloging data to LC foundered, largely on 
LC’s reluctance to use many of the records contributed by 
partner libraries.34 However, in the late 1960s, the develop-
ment of the MARC format for computerized storage of bib-
liographic data, along with telephony-based data exchange, 
allowed for libraries to develop electronic networks for shar-
ing cataloging records—the earliest, OCLC, was online in 
1971 and immediately successful at increasing productivity 
and reducing costs.35 At this point, “LC made a defining shift 
in its approach to cooperative projects,” using the OCLC 
database to share its serials records and allowing selected 
libraries to modify them for the use of all.36 The Coopera-
tive Online Serials Program, or CONSER, was followed by 

cooperatives for name authority records (NACO) in 1977, 
subject authority records (SACO) in 1992, and bibliographic 
records (BIBCO) in 1995; collectively these networks are 
the Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC).

Although these cooperative efforts are, according to 
Wiggins, “very democratic in nature, with most members 
having voting rights,” the rules by which records are created 
are those of LC.37 All proposals for changes to established 
authority records must be cleared by LC before they are 
used by other libraries in the program, and the creation 
of new records proceeds according to rules established by 
LC. Although libraries across the country take advantage 
of OCLC, and PCC members participate in shared gover-
nance of the cooperative, LC reserves for itself the power 
to “determine outcomes” in formulation of LCSH, as Hardy 
and Clegg have named this process.

As an interorganizational network, the cataloging com-
munity in the United States has at its center LC. An exami-
nation of the case of one librarian at the periphery of the 
network who sought to change the way the network operated 
will illustrate the institutional power to preserve prerogatives 
and the limitations on those who seek to be change agents.

William E. Studwell’s Campaign for a  
Subject Heading Code

To the reader perusing the cataloging literature of the 
1980s and 1990s, one name appears repeatedly in the tables 
of contents of numerous journals: William E. Studwell 
(1936–2010). In fact, Studwell was adjudged among the most 
prolific writers on library topics in each of those decades.38 
Many of his papers were focused on a single topic: establish-
ing a subject cataloging code, similar to the Anglo-American 
Cataloging Rules (AACR) for descriptive cataloging. Despite 
efforts so vigorous that Henderson characterized his activi-
ties as a “crusade,” Studwell and those who participated 
in his lobbying had little effect on the institutional policies 
governing subject headings.39 His initial presentation of his 
ideas kicked off a brief period of debate, but interest waned 
quickly. Notwithstanding his copious output, Studwell has 
seldom been referenced by other authors, and a subject cata-
loging code has not yet been adopted. Studwell failed to form 
political relationships close to the core of the network, and 
his use of certain tactics, such as rational persuasion, inspi-
rational appeals, and coalition tactics failed not only because 
of his distance from the center of power but also because his 
use of such tactics was often less adept than necessary.

William E. Studwell’s Background and Career

Studwell began his academic career at the University of 
Connecticut, where he studied history as an undergraduate 
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and earned a master’s degree in European history. His 
ability to speak and read Russian led to a position at LC’s 
Soviet and Russian division, and while working there he 
earned his master of library science degree from Catholic 
University in 1966. In 1970, he started as head cataloger at 
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, becoming principal 
cataloger in 1983 and earning promotion to full professor; 
he enjoyed a long career in cataloging before retiring in 
2001. He made many contributions to the profession, such 
as designing the index for the 18th edition of Dewey Deci-
mal Classification, serving on many committees of profes-
sional organizations, editing publications, presenting talks, 
and writing both a book of exercises for training catalogers 
and a practical guide for subject cataloging of films and 
videos.40 Most prominent of his professional activities was 
his writing: by the time he retired, Studwell had published 
3 monographs and 119 papers on topics of librarianship. In 
addition to his professional interests as a librarian, Studwell 
wrote extensively on the lives of composers and songwriters, 
ballets and operas, and popular songs. He achieved a small 
measure of renown as one of the world’s leading authorities 
on Christmas carols.41

Studwell’s activism on behalf of reforming LCSH must 
be considered in the context of cataloging in the 1970s and 
1980s. This period saw many profound changes to the way 
catalogers went about their work. The rules for descriptive 
cataloging had changed twice in a dozen years, with the 
second change (AACR2, implemented in 1981) requiring 
retrospective changes to thousands of catalog cards; the 
International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) 
and its derivatives were introduced; and the first computer-
ized catalogs went online.

Despite reforms in the administration of LCSH, discon-
tent with the system remained strong among many catalog-
ers. A brief survey of paper titles may provide some idea of 
the passions aroused by LCSH: “Subject Headings Trauma”; 
“Subject Headings Muddle”; “Poland is Not Yet Defeated, 
Or: Should Catalogers Rewrite History? With a Discourse 
on When is an Island Not an Island?”; “The End of Speci-
ficity”; “Coping with Subject Heading Changes”; “Subject 
Headings, Silly, American—20th Century—Complications 
and Sequelae—Addresses, Essays, Lectures”; “Library of 
Congress Subject Headings: Is Euthanasia the Answer?”; and 
“Can Subject Headings Be Saved?”42 In this environment, a 
self-described “gadfly” could see opportunities to put forth 
ideas for change that would find an accepting audience.43

Studwell’s Approach to LCSH

By the early 1980s, Studwell was in agreement with those 
who called for change in LCSH, and he began to publish 
his views frequently in library journals. His first attempts at 
publicly advocating reform took the shape of a series of ten 

lengthy papers, published in Cataloging and Classification 
Quarterly between 1982 and 1987. Each paper proposed 
additions to the period subdivisions used for subject head-
ings related to a geographic area (such as Ethiopia—Eco-
nomic conditions—1889–1974).44 In these papers (often 
written in collaboration with colleagues), he proffered 
suggestions for more than 200 separate jurisdictions—each 
requiring research into the history and existing subject 
heading period subdivisions of a region. LC later adopted 
some, but not all, of his suggestions. It is interesting to note 
that Studwell’s articles in this series consistently repeat that 
the “proposed additions given are suggestions . . . not to 
provide absolute answers, but to promote awareness of the 
incompleteness of LC’s period subdivisions.”45 There is no 
indication that Studwell contacted anyone at LC to propose 
new subdivisions.

The Subject Heading Code: First Proposals

Studwell’s next, and most momentous, effort to reform 
LCSH was the proposal of a subject heading code: that is, 
a set of rules similar to AACR by which subject headings 
would be formulated and assigned. He was not the first 
librarian to make such a proposal, as he was careful to note. 
In 1944, Henry B. Van Hoesen proposed “Twelve Rules for 
Economy in Subject Headings,” and in 1979, Sanford Ber-
man published “Proposed: A Subject Cataloging Code for 
Public School and Community College Libraries.”46 How-
ever, these efforts were practical suggestions to improve the 
practice of assigning headings; what Studwell proposed was 
a more thorough delineation of the principles underlying 
subject headings—a “comprehensive theoretical code” that 
would cover the philosophy, structure, and form of subject 
headings. Studwell’s first publication of his proposal came 
in fall 1985, with “Why Not an ‘AACR’ for Subject Head-
ings?”47 In this paper, he outlined the past efforts of his 
colleagues and proposed a plan and process for creating a 
subject heading code (he favored collaboration between LC 
and other librarians, much as had been done in the creation 
of AACR); he also defended the usefulness of LCSH against 
those who favored abolishing it. Studwell acknowledged 
LC’s efforts at sharing information regarding their practices, 
but averred, “This data is very useful, but unfortunately 
leaves too many questions unanswered. . . . What is really 
needed is a comprehensive set of guidelines designed to 
serve all aspects of subject cataloging and which are flexible 
enough to accommodate the seemingly unending require-
ments for change.”

Over the next two years, Studwell followed up his initial 
proposal with papers aimed at convincing academic librar-
ians and map librarians of the necessity for a subject head-
ing code.48 He also gave presentations at the Seminar on 
the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials in May 
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1987 and the Canadian Committee on Cataloging in Octo-
ber 1987. With the fervor of an evangelist, Studwell took his 
message to every audience that would hear him.

In December 1987, Studwell attracted massive atten-
tion to his idea by placing an article in American Libraries, 
the magazine distributed to all ALA members.49 In “The 
1990s: Decade of Subject Access,” Studwell asserted that 
the emerging technology of keyword searching would not 
alleviate the problems of subject access presented by the 
state of LCSH. He proposed that “with the formulation of 
a theoretical subject heading code, the third phase in the 
maturation of modern cataloging will be completed,” the 
first two phases having been the rationalization of descrip-
tive cataloging rules under AACR and the creation of LC’s 
online authority files. Presciently, Studwell also described 
obstacles to the creation of a subject heading code. They 
included general resistance to change, a lack of foundational 
principles (like the Paris Principles which had been the 
foundation of AACR), and the heavy workload of LC’s cata-
loging staff. He concluded, however, that a concerted effort 
from librarians outside of LC could relieve that institution 
of some of the effort and produce a subject heading code by 
the end of the twentieth century.

The primary rationale presented by Studwell for such a 
massive undertaking was that 

despite some opinion to the contrary, the many 
retrieval problems of LC subject headings will not 
diminish with the increased use of computers to 
access materials. Keyword searching will aid some-
what in the subject-retrieval process, but it can 
by no means substitute for a logically structured, 
semantically effective subject-heading system that 
provides qualitatively accurate and quantitatively 
adequate headings for the spectrum of human 
knowledge. 

To compensate for “the very heavy workload of LC’s 
Subject Cataloging Division,” Studwell volunteered “to 
serve as an intellectual clearinghouse external to LC to gath-
er and preserve the ideas and suggestions others may con-
tribute toward the betterment of LC subject headings. . . .  
If the clearinghouse activity does not appeal to some, the 
alternative avenues of publication or direct contact with LC 
are always available.”

Reaction to the Proposal for a Subject Heading Code

Once Studwell had the library community’s ear, reactions to 
his proposals came frequently in the next few years. Mary 
K. D. Pietris, chief of LC’s Subject Cataloging Division, 
was allowed a response to his piece “The 1990s: Decade of 
Subject Access” on the same page in American Libraries. It 

seems that Studwell’s paper had taken her by surprise; she 
even sounds a bit defensive: 

The need expressed to the Library of Congress by 
its constituents has always been for LC to explain 
its principles and policies for creating and assign-
ing subject headings. In response to this need, 
in the last three years the Library has published 
two editions of the Subject Cataloging Manual. 
. . . The Library plans to develop sections for 
the Manual that describe the basic philosophy of 
assigning headings and of creating new headings. 
. . . The Library frequently raises issues for the 
consideration of the American Library Association 
through the ALA committee responsible for 
matters of subject access [the Subject Analysis 
Committee (SAC)] . . . we also respond to issues 
brought to our attention by the Subject Analysis 
Committee. . . . We believe that our current 
practice of working with ALA’s SAC is effective, 
and that a more complete Manual is needed. We 
are not aware of any needs relating to a code that 
the Manual will not satisfactorily fill.50

Relatively early in his campaign for a subject heading 
code, Studwell reached a point of crisis, born largely from 
his politically naive approach. Recalling Bradshaw and 
Boonstra’s admonitions that “the change agent must align 
with those in power and then influence them to desire and 
accept the changes,” one can see that Studwell’s approach of 
presenting a preformed idea that served as an implicit public 
criticism of LC was diametrically opposed to the successful 
approaches to change management identified by those who 
have studied organizational change.51 Studwell persisted for 
several more years, mostly through writing and speaking, 
and less so through political action.

Despite Pietris’ reaction, other catalogers sided with 
Studwell. Intner (later a collaborator with Studwell on a 
monograph about cataloging film and videos) published 
“ASCR: The American Subject Cataloging Rules (Part 1)” 
in July 1988, and followed with “The Trouble with Harry: 
ASCR (Part 2)” in September.52 She not only proposed a 
name for the subject heading code, she suggested some of 
the principles to be used, such as defining terms used as sub-
divisions and creating a standard for the use of subdivisions. 
Most importantly, she suggested that a subject heading code 
should be based on observed search behavior among library 
patrons. Wajenburg’s “The Future of Cataloging Standards,” 
published in September 1990, also lauded Studwell’s goal, 
but feared it might be “utopian.”53

Pietris had made very clear the method through which 
LC would consider proposals for a subject heading code: for-
mal consideration by the ALA’s Subject Analysis Committee. 
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SAC, not to be confused with the Subject Authority Coop-
erative (SACO), is charged 

to study problems and recommend improvements 
in patterns, methods, and tools for the subject and 
genre/form analysis and organization of library 
materials, including particularly classification and 
subject headings systems, and to provide liaison 
for those areas of interest between . . . ALA and 
non-ALA organizations that have an interest in and 
concern for these activities.54 

This committee discussed the subject heading code at 
the 1988 ALA Midwinter Meeting. It was noted that no one 
had made a formal proposal to either LC or ALA.55 The 
group again discussed the code at the 1988 ALA Annual 
Conference in July, but no proposal for a subject heading 
code was adopted.56

A savvier advocate of the subject heading code might 
have tried to employ what Yukl calls “coalition tactics”: “Men-
tion credible people who support your proposal. . . . Bring 
someone along to help you in an influence attempt. . . . Get 
other people to provide evidence or an endorsement. . . . Ask 
for help from someone with higher authority.”57 Perhaps the 
latter is most crucial. In a 2010 telephone interview with the 
author, Intner recalled that Studwell was not involved with 
ALA committees, and was not a familiar face to members of 
the SAC. As a peripheral member of the network of cata-
loging agencies, Studwell’s voice was easily disregarded by 
those with gatekeeping responsibilities. Had he attempted 
to work with members of SAC to introduce a resolution 
regarding a subject heading code, his ideas would at least 
have had some formal notice.

Negative reaction to the idea of a subject code in print 
came from Reynolds, who published “In Theory There is No 
Solution: The Impediments to a Subject Cataloging Code” 
in July 1989.58 Unlike other papers on the topic published 
at the time, Reynolds did not reference Studwell’s proposal. 
Instead, she noted that subject catalogers had yet to agree 
on the purpose of subject headings, let alone principles for 
their formulation. Her assertion that the code was needed, 
but could not be attained, led her to disdain efforts to cre-
ate a code. She did, however, advocate incremental steps 
to improve subject headings—many of which were similar 
to those proposed by Studwell in his two series on subject 
headings, “Subject Suggestions” and “Cataloging Forum: 
Subject Access Theory” (see below).

Further Development of Studwell’s Ideas

Studwell remained quite active in his quest to establish a 
subject heading code. In early 1988, he published (in col-
laboration with Paule Rolland-Thomas) “The Form and 

Structure of a Subject Heading Code.”59 This paper laid 
out, for the first time, Studwell’s conception of the practical 
necessities of a subject heading code. The authors envi-
sioned two sections. The first section, containing the rules 
of subject cataloging, would have three parts: the theory 
behind LCSH (including logic and structure of headings, 
and grammar), specific rules applying to subject headings 
(including how and when to use secondary headings), and a 
series of subparts consisting of special rules for subject areas 
such as art or music. The second, and main, section would 
consist of lists of headings and subdivisions, with notes on 
their use—it would be loose-leaf and updated regularly.

In 1988, Studwell began a series of “Subject Sugges-
tions” in Cataloging and Classification Quarterly relating 
to subject headings for various disciplines, including geog-
raphy, science, literature, language, art, and social sciences. 
Through these pieces, Studwell brought attention to spe-
cific shortcomings in LCSH, and he developed concrete 
proposals to address those flaws. The “Subject Suggestions” 
included criticism of faulty logic in subject heading struc-
tures, omissions of important subdivisions, and missing 
cross-references. They were, in essence, samples of the type 
of work that Studwell planned to use in formulating a sub-
ject heading code.

Studwell also continued to explicate the advantages of a 
subject heading code in a series of papers in Technicalities. 
These papers ranged from those that explained the need 
for a code in terms of “user-friendly subject access” to dis-
secting resistance to the code as “Codeophobia.”60 They 
included a regular column in Technicalities, “Cataloging 
Forum: Subject Access Theory,” that ran from September 
1989 to August 1993, and covered LCSH (and the subject 
heading code in particular) through the developments of the 
early 1990s. Read together with the “Subject Suggestions,” 
the columns are a compendium of most of the information 
considered necessary by Studwell to assemble a subject 
heading code.

Simultaneous Developments in  
Subject Headings

From 1989 to 1991, the cataloging community made prog-
ress toward a more rational method of formulating and 
assigning subject headings; that it occurred simultaneously 
with Studwell’s continuing efforts to call attention to his 
plan is noteworthy. An important step was the publication 
of “A Subject Cataloging Code?” by Lois Mai Chan in 1989. 
While Chan disagreed with Studwell’s call for a complete 
set of rules (her feeling was that the SCM covered most 
contingencies), she agreed on the need for a statement of 
principles. Her tone was chary about the feasibility of the 
enterprise, however: 
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Who will develop the code? There appear to be two 
alternatives: (1) outside of the Library of Congress 
or (2) by the Library of Congress. . . . It would be 
unfortunate if either group takes on the responsi-
bility without participation from the other. . . . The 
question is, then, who will take primary responsibil-
ity for the overall planning and code development? 
Three criteria should be considered in determining 
the vesting of responsibility: (1) available resources, 
(2) efficacy and efficiency, and (3) implications for 
implementation. In applying these criteria, the 
experiences in the development of AACR2 could 
be used as a point of reference. 61 

The fact that a librarian of Chan’s prominence as one of 
the preeminent theorists and teachers of cataloging chose 
to write on the subject heading code is an indicator that the 
idea had gained some intellectual currency. Her note about 
using the development of AACR2 as a model might have 
given Studwell some important political direction, which he 
failed to follow.

Many developments related to a subject heading code 
followed in 1990; some were Studwell’s work, and others 
came from LC or ALA. Studwell published a 114-page 
monograph, Library of Congress Subject Headings: Philoso-
phy, Practice, and Prospects, which sold about nine hundred 
copies around the world, according to a 2006 letter Studwell 
wrote to the author.62 In the monograph, Studwell addressed 
issues raised by critics of a subject heading code, and devel-
oped thirty-two “Principles Relating to the LCSH System” 
(in structure, terminology, documentation and other topics). 
Some are principles derived from actual use of LCSH, but 
others are proposals for a logical basis from which to con-
struct subject headings. He also developed fifteen “Princi-
ples Relating to the Application or Interpretation of LCSH,” 
including considerations of display in online catalogs.

Studwell’s monograph was his best chance at master-
ing the technique Yukl calls “rational persuasion”: “logical 
arguments and factual evidence that a request or proposed 
change is important for the organization and feasible for 
the target person.”63 Combined with political connections, 
it is the most powerful technique for organizational change. 
However, it requires “persuasive skill, expertise about the 
request or proposal, and credibility with target persons.”64 In 
Studwell’s case, his failure to refer to the work of others who 
had preceded him regarding subject headings undermined 
his claims to credibility.

Some of the “principles” that Studwell suggested should 
form the basis of a subject heading code included the fol-
lowing: “Consistency is the single most important charac-
teristic in subject cataloging”; “Structural elements in LC 
subject headings must be simple”; “‘Rival headings’ must be 
eliminated from LC subject headings”; and “Consistent and 

clearly understood terminology must be used in LC subject 
headings.”65 These are fine practical suggestions for the for-
mat and structure of LCSH; however, they fail to address the 
semantic issues that should inform principles of any code for 
organizing information.

Considering Chan’s and Studwell’s recommendations 
that a subject heading code proceed along the lines of 
AACR, one would surmise that a statement of principles 
for subject access would resemble the “Paris Principles” 
for author and title entry that were the foundation of both 
editions of AACR. The Paris Principles provide an expla-
nation of “Functions of the Catalogue” (“The catalogue 
should be an efficient instrument for ascertaining whether 
the library contains a particular book”) and “Structure of 
the Catalogue” (“To discharge these functions the catalogue 
should contain at least one entry for each book catalogued”) 
and clarify when a particular form of entry should be cho-
sen under which circumstances.66 Studwell’s “principles” 
articulate nothing at such an elemental level, and they seem 
uninformed by the work of Charles Cutter, whose notions 
of “specific entry” and “direct entry” form the basis of any 
discussion about subject access. Later scholars who elabo-
rated on Cutter’s work, such as Pettee, Haykin, Dunkin, and 
Miksa, are also absent from Studwell’s book.

Studwell’s attempt to elevate practical matters to the 
level of principles was criticized by reviewers. Rinehart 
wrote, “The book seems peculiarly limited in that Studwell 
makes little or no acknowledgement of the contributions of 
history in the development of subject headings; no work of 
Charles Cutter appears even in the general bibliography, 
which is described by the author as ‘good background mate-
rial on the subject.’” Salmond commented that by concen-
trating on a list of technical gripes instead of first principles 
“it fails to convince that a philosophically-based code of 
subject cataloging is a possibility, or even a good idea.”67 By 
contrast, an endorsement came from Schnelling, who wrote, 
“if LCSH are improved, along the principles outlined and 
summarized by Studwell (and by the authors cited in the 
book), LCSH will become an instrument of subject cata-
loguing feasible in the online age and rendering the invest-
ment that goes into it rewarding.”68

Although Studwell hoped his book would serve as “a 
collegial attempt to help improve the understandability and 
clarity of the system . . . and in other ways make the Library 
of Congress subject heading system and its application of 
even greater value to the cataloger and the user,” it seems 
to have largely been ignored in the scholarly debate about 
LCSH.69 Of seventeen citations to the book recorded in 
Google Scholar on July 23, 2013, nine of them were in 
Studwell’s own later papers. A limiting factor on the effec-
tiveness of rational persuasion is “perceived expertise and 
credibility”; by failing to engage subject heading research at 
its intellectual foundations, Studwell undermined his own 
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credibility as a proponent for change.70

With the publication of his book, Studwell felt progress 
had been made toward a code. In two papers published in 
early 1990, he summarized the state of the movement for a 
code: ALA announced a major conference on the code for its 
Annual Conference in June, literature reviews had covered 
the topic for the first time, and LC promised to publish a 
work covering the principles underlying LCSH. Studwell 
stated that the library community was at a crossroads: either 
it could make a strong push to work collectively to create 
a code, or else it must settle for the SCM.71 Studwell pre-
sented papers at the Illinois Library Association and the 
Michigan Library Association in 1990, but his largest audi-
ence (more than six hundred people) was at the 1990 ALA 
Annual Conference.

The 1990 Annual Conference assembled some eminent 
voices to speak for a subject code. Among the speakers were 
Michael Gorman (editor of AACR2 and later president of 
ALA; at the time he was Dean of Library Services at the 
Henry Madden Library, California State University, Fresno); 
Mary Dykstra (a critic of the syndetic structure of LCSH 
and then Director of the School of Library and Information 
Studies at Dalhousie University); and Liz Bishoff (an author-
ity on controlled vocabulary and later president of the Asso-
ciation for Library Collections and Technical Services, then 
Manager for Cataloging and Database Services at OCLC). 
Again, coalition tactics were being used to “influence the 
target” decision-makers; however, the absence of any speak-
ers from LC made this tactic less effective.72

Studwell himself spoke at the conference; besides sum-
ming up his arguments published over the previous years, he 
made a passionate personal plea:

In retrospect, I view my particular function in the 
movement toward a subject code to be somewhat 
similar, in a very minor way, to Martin Luther’s 
role in the Reformation. At first Luther was just a 
local parish priest who was dissatisfied with poli-
cies and practices of the Catholic Church. At first 
I was just a local principal cataloger dissatisfied 
with the policies and practices of LC subject head-
ings. Luther posted his 95 theses on the door of 
his church in Wittenburg in 1517. I published my 
seminal article on the subject code in Cataloging 
and Classification Quarterly, in 1985. After these 
initial probes, the two challenges to authority 
steadily grew and grew.

At a certain point, Luther was confronted by 
Church officials and was asked to back down on 
his efforts to reform. Luther, in one of the great 
moments in history, declared that his activities 
would continue and boldly proclaimed, ‘Here I 
stand!’ Like Luther, I too can say, ‘Here I stand,’ 

ready to devote my time, energy, and intellect 
towards continuing improvement and codification 
of LC subject headings. All of you out there should 
also, in similar manner, stand up for the subject 
code. Onward!73

Aside from presenting a misunderstanding of Luther’s 
pre-Reformation career—not simply a parish priest, he was 
the Chair of Biblical Theology at the University of Wit-
tenburg—Studwell made a jumble of his attempt at the 
tactic of “inspirational appeal.”74 This “attempt to develop 
enthusiasm and commitment by arousing strong emotions 
and linking a request or proposal to a person’s values and 
ideals” is most successful when it appeals to the audience’s 
self-image and links to a clear and appealing vision.75 Librar-
ians are often self-sacrificing, but martyrdom for the sake 
of an improved subject access system is probably beyond 
the average librarian’s notion of a worthy death. Studwell’s 
self-aggrandizing manner limited the appeal of his vision; 
although he claimed to be founder of a “movement,” he 
was a marginal participant in the interorganizational net-
work who had failed to make the connections necessary to 
become influential in the decision-making hub.76

Studwell’s credibility may have been undermined to 
some extent by his determination to make a “movement” out 
of normal scholarly courtesies. Consider this announcement 
from 1988: 

As a result of the November 1987 article, cor-
respondence with two interested and supportive 
individuals was transacted. . . . The most concrete 
result was the development of an article on LC 
subject headings for geology. . . . As a result of other 
articles and a paper dealing with a comprehensive 
theoretical code of LC subject headings, the 
following developments have occurred: [here he 
lists the discussion of the topic at various meetings 
and the production of more articles.]77

An announcement made in 1991 states:

All the articles, speeches, books, and meetings in 
recent years appear to be bearing potential fruit. 
The first clear written sign of it was possibly a 
May 17, 1990 letter received by this author. Sent 
by Lucia J. Rather, Director for Cataloging at LC, 
the letter was in response to an inquiry. Among 
other information, Rather confirmed an earlier 
oral pronouncement at ALA Midwinter, January 
1990, about Lois Chan being asked to prepare “a 
document describing subject heading principles 
and practices as is currently carried out at the 
Library of Congress.” . . . More important than 
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these announcements was the specific language 
used by Rather. The opening sentence, “Thank 
you for your letter of March 27 regarding work on 
the development of an LC subject heading code,” 
was quite revealing. It could easily be interpreted 
as LC starting to edge toward the construction of 
a subject code although such an action was not 
explicitly stated.

Also of great interest was Rather’s statement 
concerning the work to be done by Chan, “We plan 
to use her document as input to new investigations 
regarding the future of LCSH.” It clearly suggests 
that LC is seriously considering substantial and 
meaningful changes to LC subject heading policy 
and practice. One of the possibilities, of course, is 
the development of a comprehensive all purpose 
theoretical subject heading code. . . . Another 
statement by Rather reinforces this apparent psy-
chological outlook by LC. Her final sentence was 
“I appreciate your interest in this area which is of 
concern to us all.” The key words here are “concern” 
and “us all.” Rather is thereby indicating both the 
importance of the matter and the sharing of the 
handling of the problem between LC and others.78

Studwell probably misled himself with this reading of 
Rather’s letter. Pietris, in a 2010 email to the author, report-
ed that “we never thought that a separate body should write 
a subject heading code if that code was to guide the headings 
developed by and applied at the Library of Congress—the 
logical group to write such a code would be LC itself. . . . 
I believe that Mr. Studwell read more into his communica-
tions than was warranted.”

LC Makes Changes

Studwell’s work and that of others regarding improved sub-
ject headings did not occur in a vacuum. In November 1990, 
LC published Library of Congress Subject Headings: Prin-
ciples of Structure and Policies for Application by Lois Mai 
Chan.79 In sixty-five pages, Chan outlined fifteen principles 
of heading construction and eight general guidelines for 
assigning subject headings, along with many rules for special 
materials. The work is thorough, yet substantially supports 
Studwell’s contention that there is no firm set of principles. 
Most principles have caveats indicating that, while a prin-
ciple usually applies to subject headings, certain exceptions 
(sometimes too numerous to list) exist.

In December 1990, “there followed a widely dissemi-
nated request by Glen Zimmerman, Director for Technical 
Processes Research at LC, for comments and responses to 
several position papers about LC subject headings.”80 In 

addition, LC announced a conference on the use of subject 
subdivisions, and commissioned several technical proposals 
to improve subject subdivisions. The conference, held at 
Airlie, Virginia, in May 1991, recommended six changes to 
the use of subject subdivisions, and LC agreed to a trial run 
for five years.81 At the end of the trial, it was agreed to accept 
all the changes.82

The adjustments in subdivision rules were a major step 
toward rational assignment of subject headings; all catego-
ries of subdivisions were assigned a standard order within a 
subject heading, allowing users and catalogers to consistently 
predict how a heading would be structured. Studwell called 
it “nothing but good news” but at the same time managed to 
claim the shift of policy as “one which this author has been 
suggesting in writing since 1982.”83 After the announcement 
of changes arising from the Airlie conference, LC contin-
ued to make smaller changes to individual subject headings 
to incrementally make LCSH more rational; many of the 
changes paralleled ideas that had been mooted during the 
discussion of a subject heading code.

Studwell’s role in these developments is debatable. 
Building on a literature survey about the topic of a subject 
headings code, in which more than 50 percent of the writ-
ings were his own, Studwell presented the innovations as 
responses to recent publications on the topic.84 However, 
one might see them as a continuation of LC’s ongoing efforts 
to explicate LCSH, which had been happening since the 
1960s. Chan, while acknowledging in a 2005 book that her 
monograph was developed “perhaps in response to pres-
sure,” wrote to the author in 2010 that the commissioning 
and publication of the book were Rather’s decision.85

Studwell was hopeful that these developments would 
lead to a formal subject heading code. In the summer of 
1991, he wrote that many communications from LC had 
encouraged him in his efforts, and that he believed a strong 
push from the library community would cause LC to commit 
to creating a code shortly.86

Stagnation of Studwell’s Activism  
toward a Code

Over the next few months, Studwell’s papers became more 
pessimistic. He wrote that the movement for a subject head-
ing code must succeed soon, or else library patrons would 
reject the entire scheme.87 Throughout 1991 and 1992, 
Studwell continued to write about the theory and practice 
of subject cataloging, with an emphasis on the subject 
heading code, although other authors were not addressing 
the topic as often. In the spring of 1992, he expressed his 
frustration at the lack of positive movement by LC toward a 
code. Despite what he had perceived as encouraging signs 
in 1990 and 1991, there had been no follow-up in terms of 
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establishing a committee to consider a subject heading code, 
or even in appointing an individual to serve as an intellec-
tual leader, such as Seymour Lubetzky had done for AACR. 
Studwell was bold enough to publicly offer his services in 
that capacity (“providing excellent credentials”), but was 
politely rebuffed.88 By the summer, he had concluded that 
LC, like many large institutions, was affected by its bureau-
cratic culture: it suffered on the one hand from reluctance 
to adopt bold new measures for fear of criticism, and on 
the other from a resistance to outsiders’ participation in 
decision-making.89

In his own writings, however, Studwell provides evi-
dence that he may have imparted his own wishful thinking to 
the likely outcomes of the process underway at LC: 

In response to an inquiry from me, primarily about 
whether LC planned to continue the path toward 
revision and improvement of LC subject headings, 
Glenn A. Zimmerman . . . wrote the following in a 
letter of August 12, 1991: “Although it is a bit pre-
mature to give you specifics, I can say that we are 
continuing the trend toward change at LC. . . . We 
have received a great deal of input from you and 
many others ‘in the field’ and are at a stage where 
we will be taking some actions. Our plate is rather 
full now, and it is time to deal with the many items 
on it.”

Zimmerman’s vague promise of “change” was elevated 
in Studwell’s columns to a hope that “LC takes the high road 
of a formal comprehensive all-purpose theoretical subject 
heading code accompanied by the appropriate adjustment 
and modification to LC headings and their application.”90

In Studwell’s mind, it was a moment of crisis in which 
the future of LCSH was being decided by bureaucratic iner-
tia.91 As noted by Pietris in her letter to the author, however, 
it seems that LC had never seriously considered a complete 
subject headings code; their internal deliberations conclud-
ed that continued improvement of the SCM, accompanied 
by changes to the subdivision structure, was sufficient to 
meet the future needs of LCSH users.

As LC persisted in its silence regarding further action, 
Studwell was a “lone voice” on the topic of a subject head-
ings code by 1992, and Stone declared that the movement 
for a code was “virtually dead.”92 Studwell refused to 
acknowledge that the code would not be achieved, and he 
continued not only to write his Technicalities column, but 
to give talks and to write papers urging map librarians and 
music librarians to consider a subject heading code.93 By 
fall 1993, he noted that LC continued to stand by the SCM, 
which appeared to be more evidence that LC was not seri-
ously interested in improving subject access. Yet he held out 
hope that the public sentiment for government reform then 

being expressed by the general populace would also bring 
reform of subject access. His were the only papers on the 
subject heading code that year, however.94

Studwell Looks Back

In the summer of 1994, Technical Services Quarterly pub-
lished a paper with the shocking title, “Who Killed the 
Subject Code?”95 In it, Studwell—while refusing to cat-
egorically accept that no subject heading code would ever 
be created—responded to Stone’s assertion that the move-
ment was virtually dead by conducting an inquest. Looking 
back on his efforts at reform, Studwell took heart from the 
numerous changes in LCSH (not limited to the subdivisions 
conference, but including changes in individual headings, 
cross-references and structure) that his colleagues and he 
had spurred LC to adopt, and he noted that other authors 
continued to call for standardization of LCSH, even if not 
explicitly on Studwell’s terms.96

Looking over the reasons for the failure of the library 
community to adopt a code, he found some blame for LC, 
for ALA (“although the code was discussed at several SAC 
meetings, this group did not follow through in an effective 
manner”), for online catalogs (and the illusion that keyword 
searching eliminates the need for bibliographic control), for 
himself (poor health made him unable to draft a proposed 
code), and most of all for “professional ignorance, apathy, 
and negativism.”97 Despite the setbacks he encountered, 
Studwell never wrote any more bitterly than this.

A year later, Studwell marked the tenth anniversary of 
his first paper on the subject code ( “Why Not an ‘AACR’ for 
Subject Headings?”) in “Ten Years After the Question: Has 
There Been an Answer?”98 He credited good timing for the 
interest his 1985 paper generated (it came long enough after 
AACR2 for the library community to have adjusted to the 
changes in descriptive cataloging), and took comfort in the 
great progress toward more standardized subject headings 
that had been achieved; despite that, he continued to call for 
a subject heading code.

Studwell reserved his last words on the subject head-
ing code for a pair of 1997 papers.99 Nearing retirement, he 
noted research showing that libraries were failing to keep up 
with the many piecemeal changes to LCSH doled out over 
the years by LC; perhaps a single statement of principles, 
and the accompanying wholesale changes (such as occurred 
with AACR2) would have better served subject access. He 
concluded, “By mostly bypassing the issue of written prin-
ciples to guide the world’s most important subject access 
system, LC has, in effect, hoped that the problem, like a bad 
dream or an undesirable person, would just go away. But no 
matter how much LC, this author, and others who opposed 
the idea, may try to ignore the lack of guiding principles for 
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LCSH, the specter seems to remain.”100

It is interesting to note how, in Studwell’s estimation, 
organizational change should have occurred. Studwell pro-
posed, and waited for, SAC, LC, or other librarians to take 
action. Despite the clear message from LC that proposals 
were required through the proper channels, Studwell never 
seemed to acquire the knowledge that “power is a relational 
phenomenon.”101 Yukl advises that “it is very helpful to have 
sympathetic representatives in key administrative positions 
or on decision groups.”102 Despite Studwell’s furious pace of 
activity, he never seemed to secure allies within LC.

Studwell’s success in achieving a subject heading code 
was limited by his outsider status. This author has had the 
privilege, as a member of SAC, of witnessing the implemen-
tation of Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms (LCGFT) 
during the years 2011–2013.While many factors were impor-
tant in the success of this idea, perhaps the most crucial was 
the presence of an LC librarian on the project team; she has 
direct access to LC’s decision-makers and could easily com-
municate SAC members’ concerns to LC administrators. 
The presence of a large group of librarians working jointly 
on this project is another factor in its success; as Studwell 
noted, he largely worked alone and was unable to deliver a 
complete draft of a subject headings code.

Studwell’s prolixity may have, in the end, damaged rath-
er than enhanced his credibility as a critic. By issuing endless 
columns, papers, and presentations, he failed to ground his 
critiques in the deep knowledge and scholarly apparatus that 
are most indicative of intellectual authority. In addition to 
his failure to cite or refer to foundational thinkers in subject 
access, his work was subject to criticisms such as Fischer’s 
comment in a literature review that states, “His publications 
tend to be somewhat redundant in their arguments,” and 
John Hostage’s letter to the author noting, “The footnotes 
in his articles almost always cited other articles by him. It 
would have increased his credibility if he had cited the work 
of others more.”103

Conclusion

William E. Studwell never achieved his goal of the adoption 
of a subject headings code. Nonetheless, he continued to 
write on librarianship throughout his career and well into 
his retirement. He took solace that “the overall improve-
ment to LCSH that occurred during the late 1980s and 
early 1990, which came to pass largely because of pressure 
from many librarians outside LC, including me,” had allevi-
ated some of the pressing problems he identified early in 
his campaign.104

Studwell was credited by Shubert with “attracting the 
attention of the American library community to the need for 
a ‘comprehensive, all-purpose theoretical code for Library of 

Congress subject headings.’”105 However, his own goals were 
much broader—to see the adoption of such a code. In the 
end, no such code has been adopted. In correspondence to 
the author, Studwell wrote in 2006, 

Various persons told me I was crazy or delusional 
or something similar for trying to change the phi-
losophy and practices of the world’s largest library, 
and a U.S. federal agency to boot. But although the 
final goal was not achieved, I firmly believe that at 
least half of my mini-goals were quietly and tacitly 
enacted by LC in the late 1980s and 1990s. . . . 
LCSH is much better than it was about twenty-five 
years ago, that is, before I began to “attack” the 
LCSH establishment.

Although it was promulgated after Studwell’s retire-
ment, the Functional Requirements for Subject Authority 
Data (FRSAD): Final Report is a document that may point 
to a future subject heading code. Its purpose is to “produce 
a framework that will provide a clearly stated and com-
monly shared understanding of what the subject authority 
data/record/file aims to provide information about, and the 
expectation of what such data should achieve in terms of 
answering user needs.”106

Studies of interorganizational networks such as the US 
cataloging community have consistently found that when 
decision-making occurs at the hub of the network, periph-
eral participants must establish ties to those in the center if 
they hope to wield influence. Many important techniques 
for organizational change require the acquiescence of those 
in power; without it, all requests for change can be deferred 
by bureaucratic gatekeepers.

Studwell, it seems, never learned these lessons—he 
failed to observe the bureaucratic niceties of submitting 
a proposal through the SAC. For all his admirable traits 
of doggedness, idealism, and productivity, his neglect of 
the formalities required by the network’s lead organiza-
tion prevented his proposals from receiving serious con-
sideration; and his absence of allies within LC was more 
damaging to the prospects for his plan. For those seeking to 
be change agents within the library community, Studwell’s 
story provides numerous lessons: it is best to be strategic, 
bureaucratic, and credible—and ideally, it is strategic to 
position oneself at the hub of the network rather than the 
margins. While Studwell considered himself as a Luther 
of librarianship, perhaps he was more a William Jennings 
Bryan—a man whose “ability to lose worthy causes with 
unpersuasive arguments was uncanny.”107 Studwell was a 
persistent advocate of change whose ideas certainly were 
part of an ongoing conversation between librarians that 
led to improvements in LCSH. His remarkable record of 
scholarship is a testament to his curiosity and drive, and the 
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ultimate frustration of his campaign for a subject headings 
code is an object lesson in navigating interorganizational 
networks.
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